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ABSTRACT

During recent decades, quality control charts have been developed as the technical core of quality management and continuous improvement philosophy. In recent years, control charts are increasingly being used in healthcare to aid in process understanding, assess process stability, and identify changes that indicate either improvement or deterioration in quality of care. They are used in hospital process improvement projects, by accrediting bodies and governmental agencies, and for public health surveillance. This seminar provides an overview on charting methods and discusses their applications and developments in monitoring healthcare processes outcomes. Control charts are explained through several examples, and differences in monitoring approaches between the healthcare and industrial
applications are addressed. Adoption and direction of advancement of health-specific charting methods are discussed. The current state of control charting’s body of knowledge (application, method and approach) in the healthcare is compared to the industrial context and potential extensions and opportunities for knowledge exchange are addressed. Major resources and references are provided for control chart practitioner and researchers.
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